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World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines

We created this document to help communicate our brand guidelines
to our Marketing team and external partners to understand both the
positioning and visual identity of the World of Tanks brand. We need to
ensure that our brand maintains a consistent look and feel no matter
where in the world it’s seen. This requires strict dedication to standards.
This guide is provided to keep the brand focused and unique.
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Intro

This Brand Guideline aims to ensure that our
World of Tanks marketing team, internal service
providers, and external partners use the brand
positioning and elements consistently.
The content presented here is primarily for
marketing purposes, focused on new players
(acquisition), winback players (lapsed users)
and re-acquisition campaigns, providing
guidance and direction for our marketing
material and platforms.
It is an ever-evolving document. It will be
continually improved with further iterations, as
it is essential in building a compelling brand,
keeping it relevant, and maintaining its success.

Brand Platform
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Overview

World of Tanks is a team-based, massively
multiplayer online action game dedicated
to the armored vehicles of the mid-20th
century, available on PC and Mac.
Unlike the majority of PvP shooters,
World of Tanks places tactical thinking above
quick reflexes and reactions. With a variety
of game modes and more than 600 vehicles
in its arsenal, there’s something for everybody
in World of Tanks.

World
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Genre

Bolstered by a unique combination of game
mechanics, World of Tanks has come to
found and occupy its own niche, which we
call the “strategic shooter”. The “strategic
shooter” is similar in concept to the “tactical
shooter” (e.g., CSGO or Rainbow 6), but while
those games are first and foremost built
around aim and dexterity, in World of Tanks
strategic decision-making trumps all.
The “strategic shooter” subgenre mixes the
best parts of online shooters and strategy
games together. World of Tanks puts a
strong emphasis on co-ordination between
players, an understanding of each map, and
anticipating enemy decisions.
A mechanic unique to our game is defensive
maneuverability: players can tactically angle
their vehicles to protect themselves from
incoming shells.
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Vehicles

With 600+ vehicles, it’s the biggest virtual
tank museum in the world
Each one is created, designed and made
to be as historically accurate as possible;
A collection of mass-produced, prototype
and “paper” vehicles
11 tank-building nations
5 vehicle types: light, medium, heavy tanks,
tank destroyers and artillery
Each vehicle has their own role to play
on the battlefield and gameplay elements
unique to their type
Vehicles are tiered I (one) to X (ten)

600+
World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Vehicle Classes
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Light Tanks

Artillery

Tank Destroyers

Heavy Tanks

Medium Tanks

Fast and nimble, these are
natural-born scouts whose
primary objective it to light
up (spot) enemy vehicles
for their teammates.

SPGs (known colloquially as
arty/artillery) are the support
class. Utilizing an RTS-style
“bird’s-eye view” unique to SPGs,
they track spotted vehicles and
delivery a stunning barrage of
shells which can temporarily take
out a vehicle’s crew, while also
dealing critical damage to its
modules.

Tank destroyers (or TDs, for
short) are long-range snipers
looking to take out anyone
spotted by scouts. These
vehicles boast the highest
firepower among all types
in the game.

Huge, heavily armored and with
excellent firepower, these tanks
are perfect for leading the
charge to break through enemy
lines or holding off advancing
threats.

The “jack of all trades” vehicle
type, medium tanks boast
both the benefits of light tanks
(speed and agility) and heavies
(armor and HP pool), so they’re
perfect for midrange combat.
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Game Modes
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Basic Game Modes

Event Game Modes

Clan Wars

Random Battles

Frontline

Strongholds

The primary game mode, Random
Battles consists of three different
game modes and all feature a 15v15
format.

Frontline is a time-limited event that
focuses on Tier VIII vehicles in a 30v30
format. Each team has their own
objective: The attacking team need
to break through the enemy team’s
defenses and destroy at least 3 of 5
pillboxes deep behind enemy lines,
while the defending team needs to
repel enemy attacks and see out the
battle timer.

If a Clan Commander chooses to do
so, they can create a Stronghold. Each
Stronghold begins with one Command
Center and eight construction sites for
future structures.

Standard
There are two categories of game
mode in World of Tanks: permanent
and event-based. Permanent game
modes are just as the name suggests,
while game modes tied to events are
only available for a certain period of
time. Some event-based modes are
available only once a year or biannually,
while others—such as Frontline and
Steel Hunter — are available several
times throughout the year, but only
for a short time.

Brand Platform

In this mode, each team has a base.
The objective is to eliminate the enemy
team or to capture their base within 15
minutes.

Assault
In this mode, there’s one base and it
belongs to the defending team. The
attacking team must capture the
enemy team’s base or eliminate the
enemy team. The defending team must
survive and defend their base for 10
minutes.

Encounter
In this mode, there’s one base that
belongs to neither team. Teams spawn
at opposing sides of the map from the
base. The objective is to either capture
the base or destroy all enemy vehicles.
If both teams are in the base capture
circle at the same time, no capture
takes place.

Ranked Battles
Ranked Battles is a seasonal mode
based on Standard Battle rules; it
features rank-based matchmaking
and is only available to Tier X vehicles.
Each player starts out with no rank but
can level up by collecting chevrons,
which are awarded to certain players
depending on where they ranked
regarding base XP on their team.

Steel Hunter
Battle royale-inspired, Steel Hunter sees
twenty lone wolves or ten Platoons of
three do battle on specially designed
maps. To take home the win, players
will need to upgrade their vehicles on
the move and loot various resources
found on the map.

To build a structure, Industrial Resource
is required. A vital commodity, it
can be gained through Advances or
Skirmishes (although it can also be
obtained in other modes).
Advances are a series of battles for
Industrial Resource between two
clan detachments on bridgeheads,
whereas Skirmishes are battles
between a clan’s detachment and an
enemy detachment on neutral ground.
The enemy and map are selected at
random

Global Map
Running seasonally, the Global Map is
a collection of fronts on an in-game
map based off real-world locations.
Each Global Map front is made up of
provinces, some of which generate
gold for the clan that currently owns
them. A clan can enter the Global Map
by participating in a tournament for a
specific province, facing other clans
and ultimately the current province
owner.
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Other Versions
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Available on iOS, Android, Windows 10, Steam, macOS,
Nintendo Switch. Blitz is a fun and lighthearted approach
to the strategic shooter genre which bends the rules of
reality, putting an engaging twist on tank combat.
Faster-paced, battles last between 3-4 minutes due
to smaller team sizes (standard battles are 7v7) and
smaller maps, which allow tactical engagements to
happen quicker. Additionally, Blitz has only four vehicle
types: light, medium, heavy tanks and TDs.

While different versions of World of Tanks on various platforms are mentioned above, the guidelines in this document only refer to the PC version.

Brand Platform

Tanks on Console is much like its PC counterpart, but
with a few unique elements: it has been custom-tailored
to better suit the console audience and features more
fantastical vehicles (such as those in the Mercenaries
line). Additionally, World of Tanks on Console offers
players exclusive gameplay with Commander Mode,
which meshes everything World of Tanks is knownfor
with RTS mechanics.
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Regions

World of Tanks PC is supported in five different
regions: CIS (Commonwealth of Independent
States), Europe (which includes Turkey), North
America (which includes LATAM), APAC (AsiaPacific) and China. The biggest markets for each
region (excluding China) are as follows:
CIS: Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan
Europe: Poland, Germany, France, United
Kingdom, Czech Republic
North America: USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil
APAC: Thailand, Japan, Korea, Taiwan
The China region is an exception as it is
managed by our partner, 360 Games. This is
a result of Chinese laws that relate to game
development and publishing. Other versions of
World of Tanks feature more regions, such as
Arabian or separate servers for North America
and LATAM.

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Key Milestones in History
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The game concept is
created

The first official game
announcement

World of Tanks is
released in the CIS

1m registered players

World of Tanks sets a Guinness
World Record for “Most Players
on One MMO Server”

December 2008

April 2009

August 2010

January 2011

February 2011

World of Tanks is
released in EU and NA

World of Tanks wins its first
Golden Joystick Award,
“Best MMO”

World of Tanks wins its
second Golden Joystick
Award, “Best Online Game”

World of Tanks sets another
Guinness World Record for “Most
Players on One Server Cluster”

World of Tanks wins its
third Golden Joystick
Award, “Still Playing”

April 2011

December 2012

December 2013

January 2014

December 2017

World of Tanks’ biggest
update to date, Update 1.0
is released

World of Tanks wins its
fourth Golden Joystick
Award, “Still Playing”

World of Tanks
celebrates its 10th
anniversary

March 2018

December 2018

August 2020

Brand Positioning
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Our Mission
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To provide all players with
a way to earn that winning
feeling every day

Brand Platform
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Brand Promises
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Challenge
World of Tanks is a game where you win with your brain,
not your wallet or lightning-fast reactions

Brotherhood
World of Tanks is a game where your band of brothers
will help you to victory

Immersion

World of Tanks is an immersive game built by tank enthusiasts,
for tank enthusiasts

Brand Platform
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Reasons to Believe
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World of Tanks is a complex game that includes
a variety of diverse gameplay elements and
mechanics.
The comprehensive combination of them can
fulfil each need of our target audience.
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Reasons to Believe

Diverse tactical gameplay
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Diverse achievements with differing
degrees of difficulty

5 distinct vehicle classes, each with their
own playstyle

Crew management providing special perks

600+ tanks to master

Personal battle missions

10 tiers of challenges to work through

Unique gameplay mechanics-spotting,
ricocheting, shell penetration

40+ maps to dominate
Vehicle customization tailored to different
tactics (modules and equipment)

Battle tactics based on defensive
manoeuvrability
Ranked battles

Brand Platform
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Reasons to Believe

A community of 160 millions
tankers worldwide
15v15 battles
Platoon-based play
Clan Wars for the more hardcore
players
Handy quick command system
and private voice chat for platoon
communication

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Reasons to Believe

AAA graphics and sound
Historically accurate vehicles, all in stunning
detail
Realistic settings and maps
Built by tank enthusiasts, for tank enthusiasts
Largest virtual tank museum, including tanks
that only existed on paper
Collection of epic medals related to the
exploits of WWII heroes
600+ tanks, each with their own story to tell
Special in-game events that represent real
historical events

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Brand Values
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Behind the game is a team that brings
World of Tanks to life.
As a team, we have a set of common values
and beliefs we support and always stand for.
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Brand Values
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Behind the game is a team that brings World
of Tanks to life. As a team, we have a set of
common values and beliefs we support and
always stand for.
We think that history and heroic figures
shouldn’t be forgotten
We strive to make military history more
immersive and exciting
We believe that history teaches us to avoid
mistakes in the future
We want to inspire people to look into their
history
We want to pass on the work of engineering
geniuses to future generations
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Brand Values

We communicate as equals, regardless of
rank or accolades
We are always open to any ideas and
feedback or to discuss any topic
We strive to give any person the ability to
enjoy gaming, regardless of their age, status,
and skills
We believe in the power of team spirit and
cooperation
We think that only by working together can
we do great things

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Brand Values
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We believe that the most satisfying rewards
are those that are well-earned
We strive to make the player experience as
seamless as possible
We consider making mistakes a part of the
self-development
We keep raising our bar and establishing
benchmarks for others
We encourage diligence and support
perseverance
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Personality

As a brand, we want to be associated with the
following brand personality: The Wise Commander.
A COMMANDER because we are always together
with our players, encouraging and supporting them
to achieve new victories. And WISE, because we’ve
amassed a wealth of experience over the last
decade and that means we know what we need to
do and how to do it. Our knowledge allows us to be
calm when making decisions and we will never push
others to do something; we want to lead by example
and inspire them.
As people get to know us better, they’ll realize we
are enthusiastic, motivational, tenacious, principled,
community-minded, down-to-earth, traditional,
generous, and well-considered.
In terms of communication, our tone of voice should
be: intelligent, witty, mature, slightly nerdy, energetic,
friendly but direct, with a good sense of humor.

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Dos & Don’ts
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As a general rule, all visuals displayed should be representative of true gameplay in order to not mislead players
(i.e. no excessive one-shot victories, no vehicles driving at exaggerated speeds, realistic battle scenarios). However,
certain game modes, such as Halloween, The Great Race, and Tank Football, are more fantastical; therefore, it’s possible
to show elements that, while not true to the core gameplay, are representative of what players can expect from this mode
specifically.

Politics

History

Military

Diversity

We are an apolitical company;
therefore, we should avoid any
topic that relates to politics

We appreciate history and inspire people to
learn more about their own heritage. However,
we disapprove of those who use history as a
tool to agitate or manipulate other people.

We are appreciative of our militaries
and what veterans have done for
us. However, we should not support
acts of war.

We welcome everyone who shares our
values (gamers and non-gamers).

Be neutral and avoid any
political-oriented topics.

Appreciate history and use it as a source
for inspiration. We should also help history
pass down through the generations.

Pay our respects and support
military veterans.

Demonstrate our open-mindedness
toward anyone, no matter their age,
gender, nationality, etc.

Support or blame any situation
even if it looks like a noble cause
or the opinion of the majority.

Participate in the controversial
historical discussions or express a
thought of national supremacism.

Agitate people who serve their
country or support acts of
aggression, or even war.

Promote the personal opinion
of a particular group of people.

Follow the link to learn more about Global Assets Best Practices.

However, we should not say anything that
could be seen as offensive to others.
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Call To Action

We use “Play Now on PC” as our go-to Call to Action (CTA).
It is important to note that we no longer use the term “Play
for Free” as a CTA anymore. The reason behind this is that
“Play for Free” is most commonly associated with mobile
games and the term has a negative connotation (free isn’t
equal a premium experience). As a hard and fast rule, the
terms “free” and “play” should not be used together.
However, the word “free” can be used in a CTA where there’s
a benefit for the player; for example, “Join now and get a
free tank”.
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Core Visual Elements

03
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Tanks
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.1

Tanks

Tanks are extremely solid vehicles. Clad in thick
armor, they are all but impenetrable. Likewise, the
term “solid” symbolizes the World of Tanks brand
itself.
That’s why tanks are one of our core brand
communication elements.

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Identity
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.2

Vector Logo Version
The logo is the main element of visual
communications. It contains key attributes of
the corporate visual identity. The World of Tanks
logo consists of an original roman typeface
(Wordmark) and the symbol.
Together they forma logo that is reminiscent of a
military cap badge.
The logo can be used on both light and dark
backgrounds.

Get Logos
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Raster Logo Version
The logo is the main element of visual
communications. It contains key attributes of
the corporate visual identity. The World of Tanks
logo consists of an original roman typeface
(Wordmark) and the symbol.
Together they forma logo that is reminiscent of a
military cap badge.
The logo can be used on both light and dark
backgrounds.

Get Logos
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Localizations
Special localized versions of identity elements
are created for regions where the Latin type is
not used. Wordmark can be replaced with the
local graphemes (letters, hieroglyphs, and syllabic
signs), but only if the Latin type is prohibited in
that region.
The localized version of the World of Tanks
identity block in Chinese Simplified is given here
as an example. Also, there are approved versions
of the logo and motto localized with traditional
Chinese characters.

Get Logos
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Corporate Symbol
The corporate symbol is a unique visual element
that reflects the main characteristics of the
brand. In some cases, the symbol can be used
separately.
U
 se the corporate symbol separately in situations
where you don’t have enough space for the full
logo version.

Get Corporate Symbol
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Campaign Line
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This is a short emphatic phrase that expresses the main
campaign message.
The position of the phrase and its size and color should
be determined by the goal(s) of the marketing campaign.

Example of usage

Identity
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Colors
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Primary
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WoT Orange
Pantone: Orange 021 C
CMYK: 0/85/100/0
RGB: 254 80 0
HEX: FE5000

Dark Grey
Pantone: Cool gray 11C
CMYK: 72/65/61/65
RGB: 41/42/45
HEX: 292A2D

Pure White
Pantone: White
CMYK: 0/0/0/0
RGB: 255/255/255
HEX: FFFFFF

Black
Pantone: Black C
CMYK: 50/50/50/100
RGB: 0/0/0
HEX: 000000
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Additional

Primary colors are used to distinguish the brand and are
used everywhere. However, in addition to the primary
colors, a large number of additional service colors and
shades are regularly used on our official portals.
These service colors that are used on our official
websites work great as accents and highlights and
complement the primary colors.
For more information on additional colors, check
out our full web style guide http://clientside:3100/ ,
which contains most of the elements of the core web
resources. On the following slide, you will find just
some of the numerical values of these colors for your
convenience.
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Additional
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Red 1
HEX: 6A0000

Red 2
HEX: BC2416

Cold Grey 1
HEX: 333335

Cold Grey 2
HEX: 676C6F

Cold Grey 3
HEX: AAAAAB

Yellow 1
HEX: FAB81B

Yellow 2
HEX: FFD200

Natural Grey 1
HEX: 454540

Natural Grey 1
HEX: 8C8C7C

Natural Grey 1
HEX: B8B8A2

Green 1
HEX: 5A9445

Green 2
HEX: 67AF4C

Earth Grey 1
HEX: 43423C

Earth Grey 1
HEX: A29B70

Earth Grey 1
HEX: E9E2BF
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Fonts
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Main Fonts
Roboto and Roboto Condensed are the main fonts of the
World of Tanks project. Roboto works both as a body font
and as a display font.

Get Roboto
Get Roboto Condensed

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Roboto Black
Roboto Medium
Roboto Regular
Roboto Cond Bold
Roboto Cond Regular
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Alternative Fonts
In case you need a unique display font for a special campaign or other marketing purposes you may use specific
fonts for headers.

HEADERS
World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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HEADERS
HEADERS

HEADERS

Regional Fonts
For Apac region use Noto family it contains all nessecary
languages and styles for your needs.
In case you need calygraphic or another alternative font
you can use it.

World
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坦克世界
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ワールドオブタンク

탱크의 세계

Identity Usage Rules
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Free Space
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Free space around identity elements ensures maximum
impact and visual perception. The area must not contain any
graphical elements, photos, or text blocks.
The width of the letter ‘W’ is our measure of the free space
needed for our logo.

1x

1x
1x

Identity Usage Rules
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Combining Logos
Cobranding refers to the simultaneous use of a project logo
and a partner logo placed side by side in print and digital
media.

Follow the basic rule: all logos should be visually equal in
weight. In addition, each logo should have its own free space
to ensure maximum impact and visual perception.
The logos should form a unit and align along a horizontal or
vertical axis, depending on the format.

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Badges Placement Rules
This section contains information about partners,
rating, and platform badges on web, packaged
media (physical formats), and Video on Demand
releases.

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines
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Steam Badge Placement Rules
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Information on how to include PC logo symbol on web, packaged media
(physical formats), and Video on Demand releases
The Steam logo should never be larger or more
prominent than the WoT logo

CAMPAIGN
CTA

Place the Steam Logo at the bottom of the template
Use the Steam logo only on Acquisition Campaigns
If the packshot or the advertising format already have
too many visual elements, don’t use the Steam logo as it
will only add more visual pollution and reduce messaging
clarity
Don’t use the Steam logo on WINBACK campaigns.
Players that have registered via WGC would need to
create a Steam account and this might make them
furious. We primarily want them to install the PC client
(WGC).
As we primarily want to make players register and install
via the game client, the Steam logo is always secondary
to the PC and Mac logo which should be the same size
and placed side by side
Please follow Steam Logo on-screen and printed

PLAY NOW ON PC
PARTNER
LOGO

Example of Right Aligned Layout

CAMPAIGN
CTA
PLAY NOW ON PC
PARTNER
LOGO

PARTNER
LOGO

Get Steam Logo and Guidelines
Example of Central Aligned Layout

PARTNER
LOGO
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PC Platform Badge Placement
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Identity Usage Rules

This page contains information on how to include the PC
logo symbol on web, packaged media (physical formats),
and Video on Demand releases.
10x

The recommended size of the PC Badge is 1/10 of the
template’s shortest side.
The badge can be placed in any corner within the duration
video, however it is recommended that it be placed at the
end packshot, for the duration of the packshot screen if
we don’t use the “PLAY NOW ON PC” CTA.

1x
Example of Left Aligned Layout

Get PC Logo
Example of Right Aligned Layout

Age Ratings Badges
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This page contains information on which rating symbols on web, packaged media (physical formats), and Video on
Demand releases in different regions should be used.

ESRB
(USA, Canada)

PEGI
(EU)

USK
(Germany)

For television and cinema advertisements, the rating icon must be at least 15% of the height of the
screen on which it is displayed. The rating icon must be overlaid on the footage of the advertisement for
the minimum duration specified below 15 seconds or less for 2 seconds, longer than 15 seconds for 4
seconds.
The appropriate rating icon must appear with a synchronized voiceover. Television, cinema, and radio
advertisements running fifteen (15) seconds or less: “Rated Teen”, longer than fifteen (15) seconds:
“Rated T for Teen”. Get more information and Badges here

The age rating icon must be replicated exactly as provided to the company by PEGI with no changes in
shape, color, or design. Any deviation from this format is strictly prohibited, including but not limited to
the use of transparent icons.
The age rating icon must appear on its own on a black or white screen at the beginning of the trailer.
The icon must measure no smaller than 30% of the vertical height of the screen and must appear for a
minimum of 1.5 seconds. Please note this is not the full list of requirements—follow the link below to get
the full PEGI Guidelines. Get more information and Badges here

The rating icon can either be displayed before the trailer (size: about 50% of the screen; length: for at
least 2 seconds) or in the lower left corner during the trailer (size: about 15% of the screen; length: for at
least 4 seconds).
A voiceover should be synced with the display of the applicable rating icon as follows: “USK ab __
Jahren” voiceover should be used. Please note this is not the full list of requirements—follow the link
below to get the full USK Guidelines. Get more information and Badges here

Identity Usage Rules
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Age Ratings Badges
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This page contains information on what rating symbols on web, packaged media (physical formats) and Video on
Demand releases in different regions should be used.

CLASSIND
(Brazil)
Violência
(Violence)

For graphical advertisements of classifiable work (such as banners) on the internet, the rating symbol
should be displayed in the bottom left or right corner, with a minimum height of 10% of the larger side of
the advertisement. While no rating is attributed to it, the expression “verifique a classificação indicativa”
(Check the rating) must be stated.
Please note this is not the full list of requirements — follow the link below to get the full CLASSIND
Guidelines.

Get more information and Badges here

GRB
(Korea)
Display the rating, content info and production info.
Place the required logos in the footer area of game sales/community sites (Industry practice). Please
note this is not the full list of requirements—follow the link below to get the full GRB Guidelines.

Get more information and Badges here

GSRR
(Taiwan)
Get Badges here

Identity Usage Rules
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Age Ratings Badges
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This page contains information on what rating symbols on web, packaged media (physical formats) and Video on
Demand releases in different regions should be used.

Australia

Get Badges here

Russian Federation

12+

You can make your
custom badge

CERO
(Japan)
CERO not required for any
platforms, but console

The rating icon must be displayed before the trailer for at least 8 seconds.
The badge must be located in the corner of the screen and must be approximately equal in size to the
company logo. The icon must not overlap any other logos on the screen.
There is no exact rating badge for RF rating, so you can make your own or download one from the link
below.

Get Badges here

Identity Usage Rules
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WoT logo Animation Principles
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When using the logo, you’re required to only use the original, which follows
the color, shape, and font parameters. Do not use any alternative versions.
See examples of incorrect usage below:

Do not use the old versions of the
WOT Logo

Do not transform or remove any
elements of the logo.

Do not change spacing or
proportions of the logo elements

Do not change the colors of the
logo or its elements.

Do not slice or cut off the part of the
Logo.

Do not apply any effects to the logo
or its elements (glow, stroke etc.).

Brand Platform
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Imagery
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Imagery
Tanks are our core elements. That’s why it must be
highly detailed.
We’re shifting the visual style of the illustrations
towards a more game-like style. The project’s basic
visual communication should contain colours and a
mood that reflects what’s in the game.
Of course, the arts should be more elaborate than
screenshots, but our opinion is the background should
resemble in-game maps.
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Key Art
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Key Art
The key art depicts the tanks leaving the hangar to
head into a nature setting as a metaphor for improving
the game’s graphics.

There are three versions of this artwork; the central
tank changes based on regional popularity.

Get Key Art
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Textures
When working with a large amount of text, graphics,
or infographics, it is recommended to use specially
designed brand textures.
Using the corporate dark texture in combination with
the main version of the identity block or logo is given
top priority throughout all brand communications.
If there are no technical limitations, the corporate
textures are used in all types of marketing
communications for print and digital media.

Get textures
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Particles
When adjusting illustrations or key art for different
formats (banners, posters, etc.), use additional
branding elements: specks of light and sparks.
Depending on the format and medium, the branding
elements can be used in various combinations.
It’s important to avoid excessive use of particles in the
assets.

Get particles
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Buttons
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The shape of the button is rectangular and does not
change.
T
 he button proportions depend on the text length, and
the button weight depends on the size of the asset,
but the button height doesn’t change.

PLAY NOW ON PC


When dealing with buttons, it’s important to use a
color that’s compatible with the asset’s background.

PLAY NOW ON PC
PLAY NOW ON PC
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Branding Elements
Additional branding elements include frames, lines
and patterns. The main idea is to create elements
using simple shapes filled with branded colors. That’s
why we haven’t included any original files, feel free to
create it yourself.
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Identity Usage Examples
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Print
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Identity Usage Examples
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Social Media
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Video
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Social Media
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Magazine
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Digital

Identity Usage Examples

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines

FEEL
THE
VIC
TORY
Log in
Already have
account? Sing in

CREATE
AN
ACCOUNT
Name

HI THERE
WELCOME
BACK!

E-mail

E-mail

Password

Password

Iagree to the Privacy Policy

Sign up

Iagree to the Privacy Policy

Log in
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Outdoor
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Apparel & Accessories
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Events
As a general rule, all visuals displayed should be
representative of true gameplay in order to not mislead
players.
However, certain game modes may be more
fantastical; therefore, it’s possible to show elements
that, while not true to the core gameplay, are
representative of what players can expect from this
mode specifically.
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Multi-Purpose Promotions
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Multi-Purpose Promotions
Marketing promotions frequently use brand
collabs and in-game events to acquire or win back
audience (as exemplified on the next page). When
a campaign exists on the verge of marketing and
publishing purposes, its visual assets should
adhere to both core sets of guidelines while
incorporating elements of a 3rd party brand.
Campaign purposes, channels, the level of visual
flexibility, business drivers and stakeholders are
defined upon a promotion idea being greenlit by
WoT Board and the MT.
Designing assets for multi-purpose campaigns
is a true challenge for creative agencies, yet it’s
also the one to bring most vibrant visual results.
Such campaigns can be more flexible than regular
in-game assets as they involve more creative
elements specific — and sometimes unique — to
the event or promotion.
We believe that well-executed marketing or
advertising campaign enables two or more
identities to combine forces, allowing our brand
publishing (i.e., brand) and marketing efforts to
work together amplifying effect on the audience.
Hence, we can be flexible, there are no strict rules,
and different visual approaches work better for
a campaign’s goals than one template style for
everything.
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Multi-Purpose Promotions
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Multi-Purpose Promotions:
Branded Partnerships
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Multi-Purpose Promotions:
Branded Partnerships
Overall, branded partnerships are collaborations revolving around shared
objectives across World of Tanks operations divisions (marketing,
publishing, development) and brands involved. Always keep that in mind
during the process to maximize the relationship and the output.
There are no strict rules regarding brand partnerships. They are always
challenging as we need to respect both brand guidelines, ours and from
our partners. The goal is to create a clear exchange of benefits with our
partner brand and make it like just one brand.

World of Tanks PC Brand Guidelines

Multi-Purpose Promotions: Branded Partnerships

The majority of brand licensing use cases and merchandise serve
publishing purposes. Hence should follow publishing visual guidelines
and be approved by the publishing team.
All co-branded uses and assets from branded partnerships for purely
marketing purposes must be approved by the marketing team and
direct Wargaming stakeholders involved.

The majority of co-brand activities serve both marketing and publishing
purposes and have their elements in the game client. To ensure visual
consistency, such use cases and assets in support of them must be
approved jointly by key stakeholders from all functions involved in the
promotion.

Color palette
Identity

Stylized Tank Image

Typography
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Thank
you
If you have any questions, please email us at:
p_pilovets@wargaming.net
v_sevtyukov@wargaming.net
a_horov@wargaming.net

